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Power Options

SOLDIER MODERNIZATION KIT
UBBLXX-2590
Lithium Ion

BA-5390A/U
Lithium Manganese
Dioxide

LM-290
Lithium Manganese
Dioxide

LI-80
Lithium Ion

LM-145
Lithium Manganese
Dioxide
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LI-145
Lithium Ion

The Ultralife® SOLDIER MODERNIZATION KIT provides the dismounted soldier
with leading edge communications, audio, RF processing, and intelligent power management technologies.
Our kit benefits today’s warfighter with a modular solution that adapts to changing mission requirements.

SOLDIER MODERNIZATION KIT
Future Soldier C4ISR programs often focus on conceptual solutions that are far off in the distance. Ultralife offers cutting-edge options
to power virtually any manpack equipment. Choose what you need and Ultralife will integrate components into a streamlined solution.

See back cover for
additional batteries

LI-145
Lithium Ion

In the field is no time to worry about

Our soldier-worn solution includes

whether or not you have juice. You

a number of peripherals important

have an array of handheld portable

to being connected and staying

devices from radios, laptops, GPS,

connected on the move.

NVG, sensors and more that require
power.

We offer a systems to enhance

Antennas
SATCOM & LOS

and power the AN/PRC-152,

MBITR/PRC-152 Adapter

Ultralife offers primary and

AN/PRC-148 and other military

rechargeable batteries, power

radios. In addition, it will power the

supplies, chargers, cables and more

A-320KT 20-watt amplifier as well

accessories to power virtually any

as most other amplifiers currently

manportable eqipment fielded today.

on the market.

We also offer custom engineered

The A-320 Dual Port Adapter, a

solutions. Have a mission-specific

full-range of antennas, and other

equipment problem? We offer many

peripherals to include PC and

solutions tailored to the needs of the

GPS adapters may also be added

modern war fighter.

to further customize your solution.

A-320DPA
Dual Port Adapter
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SOCOM-X
Noise-Reduction Headset
A-320
20-Watt Multiband Amplifier

MRC-KT0002
Solar Battery Charger

See website for
additional antennas

